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Quarterly Update



REVENUE - Q3

$283.65K $70.23M

TVL 
(TOTAL VALUE LOCKED)

27

StableCoin Runway 
(Months)

$17.55M

COMMUNITY TREASURY

-1.14M

Net Dollar FlowsTOTAL UNIQUE WALLETS

36,712

Key Financial Highlights - Q3

53% from Q2

104% from Q2

29% from Q2 1 month from Q2

24% from Q2 24% from Q2



General Market Conditions
Q3 has proved challenging for all sectors of the crypto market, the structured product market is no different. The current 
macroeconomic conditions have significantly impacted crypto and more broadly traditional financial markets. Investors 
throughout 2022 have moved towards more risk averse asset holdings, crypto does not currently fall into this category for 
many investors. 

However it is not all bad news. Overall crypto market cap has increased by 8.5% when compared to the end of July (Q2) with 
DeFi increasing by 2.9%. 

Q3 was also an important quarter for the crypto ecosystem with the successful shift to proof of stake. Whilst the merge 
from a technical perspective was successful it failed to have a positive impact on price. However it was witnessed in the lead 
up to the merge higher levels of activity on L2 with optimism and arbitrum closing Q3 with TVL in excess of $1B. 

Overall, Q3 continued to be challenging for both traditional and crypto markets, however there are some signs of 
improvement with governments across the world looking to adopt cryptocurrency laws, which is a promising step in the 
right direction.



Key Governance Decisions - Set <> IC
Market conditions have forced many teams into finding ways to become more efficient in order to build a moat around their 
treasuries, ensuring the future longevity of their organizations, the Index Coop is no different. The restructuring that took 
place in June of this year was an important step in the right direction, it is now in our hands to improve revenue figures in 
order to turn a profit month on month. 

One of the key developments this quarter was an agreement reached with Set Labs a key stakeholder in the organisation. 
The deal was intended to provide Index Coop with more ownership of its own governance, incentivise the organisation and 
its contributors to ‘Incentivise top leaders and talent, and to bring back building’. Some key takeaways from the deal are:

- Set handing over ownership of the Treasury to the DAO
- Set transferred 950,000 INDEX back to the treasury from their year 2 and year 3 vesting contract
- Set is happy for Index Coop to redeploy Set Protocol in good faith and launch new products on this new system

https://gov.indexcoop.com/t/index-coop-set-next-steps/4367/4


Index Coop Restructure
Since the turn of the year Index Coop has been cutting costs and working towards financial sustainability. Market conditions 
in crypto and the economies more broadly have been challenging in recent times. However, the Index Coop restructure, 
coupled with the strong stablecoin raise completed in the middle of 2021 has enabled the organisation to weather the 
storm. The Organisation is starting to reap the benefits of being a smaller, more efficient and ultimately more focused and 
productive team. The restructure has allowed contributors to focus on their work and deliverables rather than engaging in 
long forum discussions and distractions from the ultimate goals of the Index Coop. 

The following actions were put into effect immediately which aim to reduce contributor rewards by 40%:
❖ Reduction in the number of contributors
❖ Reduction in time commitment of selected contributors
❖ Reduction in rewards of contributors
❖ Majority of flexible contributor work ceased

Our new team is made up of 20 contributorsplus a handful of flexible contributors. This has resulted in a reduction in our 
human capital cost by 60% from the highest month in 2022 being January at $644k down to $256k this month end. 



North Stars and KPIs



When compared to Q2 there has been a 29% increase in TVL overall, which is promising and out performs the market as a 
whole. Sector products have seen TVL rise by ~$1M since June, this can mainly be attributed to positive gains from DPI which 
has grown by 10%. MVI is an anomaly within the sector products, with TVL decreasing since Q2. 

icETH continues to attract interest since launch, growing well MoM. icETH TVL has reached an all time high of $11.43M at the 
end of Q3, representing a 60% increase from the previous quarter. Our flexible leverage index offering tends to fluctuate with 
market conditions as they are more actively traded than other product offerings, it is therefore promising to see ETH2x-FLI 
being the strongest performer with TVL increasing by 39% since Q2.

We have launched a number of FLI products on polygon, these products have also seen positive growth in TVL, growing 14%, 
however this only contributes to a small proportion of overall TVL ~ 10%.

North Star - TVL



N$F - Net Dollar Flows (N$F) is the measure of “new money” being used to purchase products minus the amount that is 
leaving the products. N$F provides a more accurate measure of growth than TVL because it only focuses on the attraction of 
capital, not performance.

Q3 has been a challenging quarter with negative net dollar flows, a significant outflow at the beginning of August was due to a 
~$4M outflow from DPI. Additionally, large inflows mid September relate to icETH, the increase was post merge (15th 
September), improved investor confidence can be attributed to the inflows. 

Overall the negative N$F total for Q3 is due to large outflows from our mainnet products, specifically our sector products saw 
outflows before the merge took place. Towards the end of Q3 positive traction increased the 30-day moving average of 
inflows to $31K compared to $2K on the day of the merge.

North Star - Net Dollar Flows (N$F)



Challenging market conditions have caused a decline in revenue 
MoM in Q3, with investors favouring risk off alternatives outside of 
the crypto markets. In time we hope that certain sectors of crypto 
are considered risk off investments as the market matures and 
becomes more widely adopted. 

Index Coop revenue is dominated by our leverage product suite on 
mainnet. Represented by our most successful product ETH2x-FLI 
which in Q3 accounted for 53% of total revenue. Within the sector 
product suite the standout performer is DPI, contributing 83% of 
the total revenue from the sector product suite.

Our focus continues to be on building products that can be 
successful in all market conditions. icETH has paved the way for new 
successful product launches. The Product pipeline throughout Q4 
and into the new year has a number of releases that we are excited 
to be able to bring to the market. 

KPI
Revenue



Our final KPI measures wallet exposure to our products.  We have seen 
positive growth with an increase of 2,400 unique wallets since the end of 
Q2. 

icETH saw the largest increase with 915 new wallet’s since Q2, and also has 
the highest median holding of $2,687. However the median holding has 
been steadily decreasing since the merge in the middle of September. The 
sector products have the lowest median holding between $300-$400. Whilst 
the leverage suite median holding is ~$800 at the of Q3.

ETH2x-FLI, DPI and icETH are more popular for larger investments 
accounting for 84% of wallets which hold greater than $10,000 of any Index 
Coop products. 

KPI - Wallet Exposure

Product End of Q2 End of Q3 % Variance

DPI 16,344 17,087 4.55%

ETH2x-FLI 4,225 4,362 3.24%

BTC2x-FLI 665 705 6.02%

MVI 10,411 10,842 4.14%

BED 924 914 -1.08%

DATA 455 562 23.52%

GMI 564 585 3.72%

JPEG 118 134 13.56%

icETH 606 1,521 150.99%

Total 34,312 36,712 6.99%



Financial Statements



The Index Coop is proud to be one of the leading DAO’s from a financial 
reporting and transparency perspective. Since the middle of 2021 we 
have consistently provided and Income Statement, a balance sheet and 
also a token flow statement. We are working with some top tier partners 
to be able to bring to you near real time financial reporting. We are 
aiming to at any given point during a month provide a detailed balance 
sheet, this in turn will further improve transparency and drive 
efficiencies.

Q3 has been challenging for all markets, crypto and traditional, the knock 
on effect of UST issues are being felt as investors turn to more risk off 
investments, crypto currently is not seen as risk off. Streaming fees in 
have suffered and total Q3 revenue is down 53.5% as asset prices have 
depreciated. 

We are however working towards financial sustainability through a 
reduced headcount and significantly lower operating costs bringing our 
break even point to an achievable level. The DAO has a number of 
products in the pipeline that we feel have positive market potential, in 
turn should enable us over the next 6 to 12 months to drive forward to 
breaking even on a monthly basis. 

Financial Statements 
Summary



Income Statement

Figures quoted are based on www.coingecko.com closing prices on the 30th September  2022. Discord | Twitter | Reddit | LinkedIn | Instagram | Website | Community Handbook

YTD

Revenue $ $   $   $ $ $

Streaming Fees 877,764 564,509 122,472 89,279 71,905 1,725,929

Investment Income - 45,184 - - - 45,184

Total Revenue 877,764 609,693 122,472 89,279 71,905 1,771,113

Cost of Sales

Liquidity Mining (247,130) - - - - (247,130)

Methodologist cost (313,432) (183,253) (49,154) (29,570) (25,033) (600,442)

Total Cost of Sales (560,562) (183,253) (49,154) (29,570) (25,033) (847,572)

Gross Profit 317,202 426,440 72,318 59,709 46,872 923,541

Operating Expenses

Contributor Rewards (1,761,637) (1,492,615) (289,378) (275,090) (256,495) (4,075,215)

Exchange Listings (18,016) (6,738)              - (3,356) (8,731) (36,841)

Admin Expense (13,215) (57,825) (2,674) (9,012) (1,099) (83,825)

Ads & Sponsorships (149,320) (28,240) (8,117) (1,577) - (187,254)

Impression Mining (24,099) (8,463) (131) - - (32,693)

Legal (7,031) (22,580) (98,967) (32,817) - (161,395)

Events - (5,228) - (5,228)

Data & Software 
Licensing (2,726) (28,510) (10,821) (6,933) (11,477) (60,467)

ETH Gas Expense (70,707) (64,264) (3,106) (27,377) (399) (165,853)

Audit Expense - (55,071) - - - (55,071)

Operating Expenses 
Total (2,046,751) (1,769,534) (413,194) (356,162) (278,201) (4,863,842)

Net Profit/(Loss) (1,729,549) (1,343,094) (340,876) (296,453) (231,329) (3,941,301)

July AugustQ1 Total YTDQ2 Total September

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/


Figures quoted are based on www.coingecko.com closing prices on the 30th September 2022. Discord | Twitter | Reddit | LinkedIn | Instagram | Website | Community Handbook

Current Assets $

Aave 2,611

bb-a-USD-gauge 797,290

cDAI 511,568

cUSDC 896,272

DAI 1,429,057

DATA 3,490

ETH 39,349

ETH2x-FLI 19,852

G-UNI-DAI-USDC 1,140,562

G-UNI-icETH-WETH 12,440

icETH 3,916

Index 9,728,660

MVI 1,951

USDC 2,757,577

WETH 209,792

Cash & Cash Equivalents 17,554,387

Debtors

zkSync Loan 1,000,000

Total Assets 18,554,387

Liabilities -

Capital & Reserves

Paid in and vested capital 12,869,251

Unrealized price movement reserve 17,956,486

Retained Earnings (8,334,349)

Net Income (3,937,001)

Total Equity 18,554,387

Balance Statement

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/


September Spend - 
Stablecoins

$278K

Treasury Stables

$7.54M

Runway

27 Months

The most recent 
month spend in 

stablecoins. 90% of 
the spend is for 

contributor rewards.

Total stablecoin 
holdings, this includes 

productive stables 
invested in various 

strategies. Unproductive 
stable holdings are in 

DAI and USDC.

27 month runway, 
calculated as follows:

gross burn rate = 
treasury stables / 
stables average 
monthly spend

Financial Forecast



DPI

Total Revenue: $86.13K
Methodologist Share: ($25.73K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($1.6k)

Profit: $58.79K
Profit Margin: 68%

MVI BED

GMI ETH2x-FLI BTC2x-FLI

DATA

icETH

Product Performance - Q3

Total Revenue: $11.08K
Methodologist Share: ($4.67K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($41)

Profit: $6.37K
Profit Margin: 57%

Total Revenue: $782
Methodologist Share: ($391)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($35)

Profit: $356
Profit Margin: 46%

Total Revenue: $956
Methodologist Share: ($395)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($22)

Profit: $539
Profit Margin: 56%

Total Revenue: $2.32K
Methodologist Share: ($1.11K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($50)

Profit: $1.15K
Profit Margin: 50%

Total Revenue: $148.54K
Methodologist Share: ($58.66K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($1.76k)

Profit: $88.11K
Profit Margin: 59%

Total Revenue: $11.24K
Methodologist Share: ($7.25K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($1.68k)

Profit: $2.30K
Profit Margin: 21%

Total Revenue: $6.46K
Methodologist Share: -
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: -

Profit: $6.46K
Profit Margin: 100%



JPG ETH2x-FLI-P iETH-FLI-P

MATIC2x-FLI-P BTC2x-FLI-P iBTC-FLI-P

iMATIC-FLI-P

Total Revenue: $1.82K
Methodologist Share: ($762)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: -

Profit: $1.06K
Profit Margin: 58%

Total Revenue: $6.86K
Methodologist Share: ($2.56K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($18)

Profit: $4.28K
Profit Margin: 62%

Total Revenue: $2.86K
Methodologist Share: ($1.32K)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($24)

Profit: $1.52K
Profit Margin: 53%

Total Revenue: $1.36K
Methodologist Share: ($623)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($28)

Profit: $715
Profit Margin: 52%

Total Revenue: $2.03K
Methodologist Share: ($1.02k)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($21)

Profit: $994
Profit Margin: 49%

Total Revenue: $457
Methodologist Share: ($227)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($19)

Profit: $212
Profit Margin: 46%

Total Revenue: $1.01K
Methodologist Share: ($466)
Liquidity Mining: -
Rebalancing Costs: ($18)

Profit: $529
Profit Margin: 52%

Product Performance - Q3



$148.54K

Highest Revenue - 
Streaming Fees 

DPI and ETH2x-FLI continue to be the standout performers, 
amassing  $234K in streaming fees representing 82% of the total in 
Q3. The decrease in icETH revenue compared to Q2 can be 
attributed to the fact that there were no streaming fees collected 
from the product since August.

On alternative chains our polygon product suite has a similar story, 
the flexible leverage product ETH2x-FLI-P accounts for 47% of 
revenue received from the Polygon product suite. The remaining 
products are yet to see similar traction to that of mainnet, with only 
6% of total revenue from Polygon.

It is worth noting that we provided launch support to a number of 
assets here and the loss on these positions is not yet taken into 
account when presenting our P/L, we are working to include this in 
coming weeks. 

To explore apps and services you can use with Index Coop Products, 
visit our website here.

Product Summary Q3

https://indexcoop.com/blog/eth-borrow-rates-impact-on-interest-compounding-eth
https://indexcoop.com/defi-ecosystem-partners


Budget vs Actuals



Q3

July August September

Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Variance

Growth Network

Contributor Rewards 92,666 95,206 92,666 91,633 92,666 88,333 278,000 275,173 -1.02%

Expenses 67,500 117,154 67,500 52,009 67,500 15,384 202,500 184,548 -8.87%

Total 160,166 212,360 160,166 143,642 160,166 103,718 480,500 459,721 -4.52%

Build Network

Contributor Rewards 195,957 137,381 195,957 156,789 195,957 141,495 587,871 435,665 -25.89%

Expenses 45,062 3,966 45,062 28,004 45,062 2,830 135,186 34,801 -74.26%

Total 241,019 141,347 241,019 184,794 241,019 144,325 723,057 470,467 -53.69%

Service Network

Contributor Rewards 19,666 56,166 19,666 19,666 19,666 19,666 59,000 95,500 61.86%

Expenses 5,500 3,319 5,500 1,057 5,500 3,491 16,500 7,868 -52.31%

Total 25,166 59,486 25,166 20,724 25,166 23,157 75,500 103,368  26.96%

Total 426,352 413,195 426,352 356,160 426,352 278,201 1,279,057 1,047,557 -22.10%

Q3

Budget vs Actuals Q3 



Overall spend for the quarter was $1.04M, down 38% from Q2. Total 
expenditure continues on a downward trend MoM with September 
expenditure of $278K being the lowest since March 2021. 

July marked the start of Season 2 at Index Coop. The budgeting 
process saw funding approved for Growth, Build and Services 
Networks. The total approved for a 6 month period is $2.05M. 
Using September actuals total expenditure for a season would total 
~$1.66M, a 56% decrease compared to total expenditure in season 
1. 

Index Coop has increased its focus towards building and growing our 
products, this is reflected in the spend per network, with growth and 
build network accounting for 90% of the total expenditure for Q3. 
Services network plays a supporting role with Finance and 
Operations sitting underneath this network enabling the rest of the 
organisation to focus on building successful products. 

Budget vs Actuals 

https://gov.indexcoop.com/t/iip-162-season-2-budget/4345


Taking a deeper dive into the contributor rewards - which 
historically contribute as the largest cost to Index Coop. 

Contributor rewards totalled $820.33K, a reduction of 42% from 
Q2. This exceeds the 40% reduction in contributor rewards that 
was targeted by the Index Council to drive financial sustainability 
of the organisation - more details can be found in this forum post.

Season 2 has also seen a shift towards reducing flexible 
contributions, with only $13.92K attributed to flexible 
contributions in Q3 vs $354.09K in Q2. Build Network has the 
largest contributor rewards cost at $435.65K. In Q3 Index Coop 
hired a new smart contract engineer as we look to attract and 
retain the best engineering talent.

Since July all contributor rewards are paid out in USDC, this was a 
decision made by the Index Council.

Contributor Rewards

https://gov.indexcoop.com/t/icc-communication-on-reduction-in-contributor-spend/4307


Operational costs (excluding contributor rewards) totalled 
$227.21K in Q3 a 17% reduction compared to the previous 
quarter. This can largely be attributed to the end of the 
Impression mining program for which rewards were last paid out 
in July. Additionally, our growth SEO and advertising costs have 
reduced by 66% since Q2.

The largest cost in Q3 has been for Legal costs. This is due to 
Index Coop going through the process of becoming an 
incorporated entity. The initial costs have been high for this and 
account for 57% of the total other expenses. Going forwards we 
expect legal costs to be ~$12K per month.

Expenditure on gas has decreased by 52%, this is due to the 
frequency of rebalancing on our sector products being changed 
to quarterly rather than monthly.

Other Operational Expenses



Website - Index - Home (indexcoop.com)
Discord - Index Coop (discord.com)
Twitter - Index Coop (@indexcoop) / TwitterConnect with us


